Background {#Sec1}
==========

Interactions between plant-associated microbes and their eukaryotic hosts are complex biological processes involving hundreds, if not thousands, of genes from each organism. Understanding the molecular mechanisms of such complex processes at the systems-scale is seriously hampered by the lack of a comprehensive list of gene products that contribute for even a single bacterial or fungal pathogen. Variation in lifestyles and pathogenic potential between organisms makes the challenge all the greater. Genome sequencing has dramatically increased the potential for large-scale screens to identify genes involved with host-microbe interactions. Direct experimental evidence is the obvious gold standard, but not all significant pathogens are experimentally tractable, and selection of experimental conditions and convenient hosts for high-throughput screens can limit discovery. More targeted experiments can be designed to probe function more completely, but these are time consuming and generally limited to a smaller number of candidate genes. Further, it is unclear what experiments to conduct if a candidate gene is of completely unknown function. Importantly, genes of unknown function make up a substantial fraction of each sequenced genome, and it is likely that among these lie some of the greatest potential for discovery of truly novel aspects of host-microbe interaction (as well as many other complex biological processes).

Computational approaches to identify potential host-microbe interaction factors and predict their specific functions can be a valuable way to guide experimentation, and may be the only option for some recalcitrant organisms. Typical bioinformatics strategies include searching for sequence similarity to gene products known to contribute to host-microbe interaction in other organisms, and comparing genomes to identify gene islands that discriminate between pathogens of one type and closely related non-pathogens or pathogens of a different type. Both strategies are useful, but the former is limited to known genes and detectable levels of sequence similarity, and thus excludes the vast collections of genes of unknown function. The latter lacks specificity, since many genes in genomic islands may have little to do with host interactions, and the definition of rules for the distribution across organisms can be arbitrary. There are no simple rules to define the relevant distribution for the set of orthologous genes across genomes, especially when there are a large number of genomes being compared. Further, it is preferable in many situations to factor in other features such as genome context or gene expression data as additional evidence sources to predict whether a gene is associated with host-microbe interaction processes.

More sophisticated computational prediction strategies can introduce a variety of other types of evidence, but integration of diverse data types remains a challenge. Machine learning techniques are ideally suited for pattern recognition tasks to accommodate diverse biological data sources into a single predictive analysis to achieve superior performance over any individual type of data, especially where (1) data sets are large, (2) with heterogeneous sources, and (3) patterns are not easily described by a compact set of rules, all of which are true for the task of genome-scale identification of host-microbe interaction factors. Supervised machine learning schemes have been receiving increasing attention recently as a promising approach to study diverse biomedical problems \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\], but no previous study focused on host-microbe interaction factors. In this study, we developed a supervised machine learning strategy to identify the gene inventory involved with host-microbe interaction from two soft rot-associated enterobacteria, *Dickeya dadantii* (aka. *Erwinia chrysanthemi*) 3937 \[[@CR6]\], and *Pectobacterium carotovorum* (aka. *Erwinia carotovorum*) WPP14 \[[@CR7]\]. Our approach allows us to incorporate a wide variety of input data, including homology information, genome context, predicted transcription factor binding sites, and microarray transcript profiles. It has achieved promising results with precision rate over 90% with recall rate over 80%. Further, our study generates an extended list of roughly 200 candidate interaction factors and provides experimentally testable hypotheses to stimulate further research on the molecular mechanisms of soft rot pathogenesis and survival in plant hosts. This study represents a promising application of pattern-recognition methods for identification of factors involved in complex biological processes, which can be generalized to study other plant-associated organisms.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Target genome selection {#Sec3}
-----------------------

Soft rot-associated enterobacteria are economically important pathogens that infect a broad range of plant species \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\]. Soft rot bacterial pathogenesis is characterized by rapid necrosis of parenchymatous tissues, mainly due to the action of secreted enzymes that degrade the middle lamellae and the primary cell wall \[[@CR12]\]. Continuing discovery of additional genes involved in survival in a plant host or which contribute directly to pathogenesis \[[@CR13]--[@CR19]\] suggests that even for well-studied organism such as Dd3937, we have not yet achieved a comprehensive list of host-microbe interaction factors or a complete understanding of their precise roles. In this study, we target two soft rot-associated phytopathogens for genome-wide identification of host interaction factors (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). One, *Dickeya dadantii* 3937 (Dd3937) was originally isolated from *Saintpaulia ionantha* \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\], and is a long-standing model system for this group of organisms \[[@CR6]\]; the other, *Pectobacterium carotovorum carotovorum* WPP14 was isolated from infected potato in Wisconsin \[[@CR7], [@CR22]\].Table 1**Genome-wide target class label assignment to each protein coding gene as a data point for** ***Dickeya didantii*** **3937 and** ***Pectobacterium carotovorum*** **WPP14**Total \# CDS\*IF\*\*CF\*\*Training data setTesting data setPseudogene**Dd3937**452026712641531298928**WPP14**4590233111113443246174\*we only use protein coding genes and pseudogenes are not included.\*\*IF stands for host-microbe interaction factor; CF stands for genes involved in core biological processes

Colonization and survival in plants requires numerous factors including proteins involved with iron assimilation, protein secretion, exopolysaccharide synthesis, motility, and stress-resistance \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. Five Gene Ontology terms were identified that partition the majority of the positive class training set data into distinct aspects of host-microbe interactions (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). We included all data points in most of our analyses, but also conducted analyses on the partitions defined by these GO annotations (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}a and [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}b). This allows us to test whether different subsystems contain distinct patterns that can be recognized by our learning schemes, while avoiding subsystems with too few genes to provide sufficient information to train the learning schemes.Table 2**Ontology for host-microbe interaction, and category assignment genome-wide for data points in** ***Dickeya dadantii*** **(Dd3937) and** ***Pectobacterium carotovora*** **(WPP14)**GO term and nameDd3937WPP14GO:0052192 movement in environment of other organism involved in symbiotic interaction;4141GO:0052048 interaction with host via secreted substance involved in symbiotic interaction5453GO:0051816 acquisition of nutrients from other organism during symbiotic interaction10381GO:0044413 avoidance of host defenses4334GO:0043903 regulation of symbiosis, encompassing mutualism through parasitism139\*GO:0044403 symbiosis, encompassing mutualism through parasitism1315Total267233\*this term is a parent term for all others listed in this table and is used as a generic catch all for host-microbe interaction factors lacking more specific GO term annotations.

Assembling training datasets {#Sec4}
----------------------------

The data set for each target genome is assembled separately. Genome sequences, predicted proteins and annotations for both genomes were obtained from the ASAP database \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Each protein-coding gene in a target genome is considered a data point. The target class label in this specific learning task indicates whether or not a data point has an association with the biological processes involved in host-microbe interaction. A positive class label means the data point is related to host-microbe interaction. A negative class label indicates the data point is not likely to be directly involved in host-microbe interaction, rather it is associated with core biological processes such as transcription and translation or central pathways of metabolism. Positive and negative class labels were assigned by human experts.

For each data point, we assemble a vector of features (or attributes), to characterize it. In our preliminary analyses, we sought to be inclusive in construction of the data matrix. We included 606 attributes for Dd3937 and 598 attributes for WPP14, and these attributes fall roughly into four different categories listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. (1) Sequence homology data was obtained from BLASTP searches of the proteins from the target genomes against 239 gamma-proteobacteria from 14 bacterial orders and 58 genomes from other bacterial families outside of gamma-proteobacteria (details in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}a and [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}b). 2) We further summarized sequence homology information by classifying organisms based on phenotypes (e.g.., strict anaerobe), taxonomy (e.g.., the order of *Enterobacteriales*), habitat (e.g., aquatic), and host type (e.g. plant-associated). Based on this information, we calculated a series of attributes summarizing the homology data. For instance, for each gene, we calculate the number of genomes with a homolog, the fraction of genomes with homologs that are plant-associated, the average similarity scores between homologs, the ratio of the similarity score of plant-associated versus animal-associated homologs, the percentage of hits in the order of *Enterobacteriales*, and the percentage in facultative anaerobic organisms, etc. Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}c shows the number of genomes in each category used to generate summary attributes. 3) Information related to function and regulation including transcriptome and proteome profiles was incorporated into the attribute vectors (details in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}a), including microarray experiments with a *pecS* mutant strain \[[@CR27]\], exposure to phenolic acids \[[@CR28]\], and growth on potato tuber and stem \[[@CR29]\]. For Dd3937, we also integrated the presence of predicted binding sites for 32 transcriptional regulators, including ones related to gene regulation during infection such as PecS \[[@CR17], [@CR27]\], KdgR \[[@CR30]\], H-NS \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\], and CRP \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\]. We did not include binding site data for WPP14 because the large number of contigs complicates prediction. 4) Finally, we incorporated over 20 basic gene or protein features (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), such as GC content, amino acid composition and computed structural and physiochemical features of proteins and peptides \[[@CR35]\], operon prediction \[[@CR36]\], COG functional category \[[@CR37]\], and codon adaptation index \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. Other gene features are derived from more complex analyses, including: (a) the phylogenetic profile method \[[@CR40]\], which is based on the theoretical framework that co-occurrence of functionally linked proteins will be preserved by natural selection \[[@CR41]\]; (b) Phylogenetic conservation which classifies genes according to distribution at different branching depths based on our phylogenetic framework for enterobacteria \[[@CR11]\]; (c) PSORTb v3.0 \[[@CR42]\] which predicts localization as cytoplasmic, cytoplasmic membrane, periplasmic, extracellular, or unknown; (d) Protein fingerprint scanning (a similarity search technique able to identify distantly related proteins) against identified fingerprints associated with virulence factors in PRINTS database \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\]; and (e) the gene neighbor method which identifies gene physical adjacency on a chromosome \[[@CR45]\], based on the theory that neutral evolution tends to shuffle gene orders while functionally associated genes have conserved gene order. We employ both 150 bp and 300 bp as a threshold distance to define gene neighbors using *ad hoc* code.Table 3**List of all attributes categories used in data set formation in this study, and number of attributes in each categories for all data points in training data set for** ***Dickeya dadantii*** **(Dd3937) and** ***Pectobacterium carotovorum*** **(WPP14)**CategorySubcategoryDd3937WPP14Reference**Sequence homology*Subtotal*297297**Gamma strains239239Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}aNon-gamma strains5858Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}b**Phenotypes of interest*Subtotal*194194**Taxonomy Statistics7676Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}c, dLifestyle Statistics118118Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}c, d**Gene characteristics*Subtotal*2321**GC content11This studysubcellular localization11\[[@CR42], [@CR46]\]phylogenetic profile66\[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]fingerprints scanning33\[[@CR43], [@CR44]\]codon adaptation index (CAI)33\[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]physical adjacency (gene neighbor)22\[[@CR49], [@CR50]\]Operon prediction11\[[@CR36], [@CR51]\]phylogenetic conservation11This studyCOG functional category11\[[@CR52]\]Genomic island41\[[@CR53], [@CR54]\]computed structural and physicochemical features of proteins and peptides4066\[[@CR35], [@CR55]\]**Functional genomics*Subtotal*523**binding site prediction320Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}bGene expression143Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}aproteomics60Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}a**Total606581**

Overview of supervised machine learning procedures {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

The learning procedure is illustrated in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (1) First training and testing data sets are assembled by assigning target class labels and forming attribute vectors. (2) Data preprocessing is performed to improve representation and quality, including attribute selection and data transformation, as well as data partitioning according to GO annotations. (3) Both data preprocessing and pattern learning schemes were implemented in Weka package version 3.5.6. \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\]. Both base and ensemble classifiers were trained to recognize classification patterns. Seven base classifiers were employed in this study including decision tree \[[@CR58]\], support vector machine (SVM) using sequential minimal optimization \[[@CR59]--[@CR61]\], Bayesian probabilistic approaches including Bayesian network \[[@CR62], [@CR63]\] and naive bayes \[[@CR64]\], instance based learner k nearest neighbor \[[@CR65]\], and propositional rule learner using repeated incremental pruning to produce error reduction (RIPPER) \[[@CR66]\]. On top of base classifiers, ensemble classifiers, such as bagging and boosting classifiers, combine multiple models by either sub-sampling a given dataset to achieve greater predictive accuracy and reduce overfitting bias \[[@CR67]--[@CR70]\] or combining of probability estimates from different methods \[[@CR71]--[@CR73]\]. Detailed algorithm descriptions and specific settings are described in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}. (4) Classifier training is followed by classifier performance evaluation, comparison, and selection. Cross-validation is a technique to assess how accurately a predictive model will perform on an independent data set and whether the model recognizes a pattern that is generalized enough to apply to unseen data \[[@CR74], [@CR75]\]. (5) Based on performance on the training set, we selected the best classifiers to build models and make predictions for the genes that were not part of the training sets.Figure 1**Flow chart of the procedures in performing supervised machine learning tasks of host-microbe interaction factor prediction.**

Data preprocessing {#Sec6}
------------------

Attribute extraction, or data transformation, was used to improve the representation of the data sets. Data transformation techniques create extracted attributes from the original attributes, in order to normalize so different attributes are on the same approximate scale, transform all numeric attributes in the dataset to have zero mean and unit variance \[[@CR76]\], perform linear mapping of the data to a lower dimensional space in such a way that the variance of the data is maximized using principal components analysis (PCA) \[[@CR77]\], or combine attributes where the aggregate feature is more useful than keeping them separate. Since many attributes used in our analysis are continuous data, we also employed data discretization techniques that convert continuous features to discretized or nominal ones to accommodate both data types in the same analysis \[[@CR78], [@CR79]\]. Another important component in data preprocessing is attribution selection, which is removal of uninformative data since excessive dimensionality can reduce the effectiveness of learning tasks. It includes two steps: an initial clean-up step where the attributes of each type (as listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) are tested individually in order to remove the ones with insignificant contribution to classification, which is especially useful for the data types with highest dimensionality. The second step is to evaluate the importance of an attribute passed on from the initial step, and to remove the ones with low importance measurement scores. We used random forest attribute importance measures in this step, which are based on the decrease of classifier performance when values of a variable in a bifurcating tree node are permuted randomly \[[@CR80]\], implemented in the extended version of weka 3.5.1 \[[@CR81], [@CR82]\] (More details in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). Furthermore, we performed data decay analysis to define compact attribute sets that maintain informativeness. This involved ranking all attributes based on importance measures from 100 runs using random forest classifiers, gradually decreasing the number of attributes by window size 10 based on their rank, recording the performance of all decayed data sets, and defining the essential set as the point where the overall performance score began to drop.

Evaluating the performance of different learning schemes {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

We used 10-fold cross-validation analyses to evaluate the learned classifiers on random subsets of data withheld from the training sets and averaged across multiple replicates. We recorded a variety of performance statistics for each run including accuracy, true positive rate (TPR or recall), and precision for the positive target class. We also used ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves, PR (Precision-Recall) curves, and the AUC (area under the curve) to evaluate the performance of each constructed classifier. In this particular learning task, we value precision rate as the most important statistic. Precision specifies the proportion of relevant objects being retrieved among all retrieved ones, a factor that is particularly important to define a candidate list with high confidence for downstream experimental validation. On the other hand, recall is the proportion of relevant objects that are retrieved. When a situation does not allow both precision and recall rates to be high at the same time, we give the precision rate precedence over the recall rate. ROC and PR curves are widely regarded as more appropriate than any individual statistic in evaluating classification algorithms \[[@CR83]\]. A ROC curve is a graphical technique that plots the correlation of correctly classified data points with falsely classified ones, in order to characterize the tradeoff between true positive and false positive rates. PR curves depict the correlation of how precisely the algorithm identifies the data points in their class with how many "true" data points are retrieved and provide a good complement to ROC curves which can be overly optimistic \[[@CR84]\].

Results and discussion {#Sec8}
======================

Many computational methods have been used to identify gene functions involved in host-microbe interaction, and most of them rely primarily on homology-based searches using known interaction determinants as bait to identify new candidate genes. These methods are often successful, but neglect many genes of unknown function and strain/clade-specific genes, which could play an important role in host-microbe interactions and bacterial niche adaptations \[[@CR85], [@CR86]\]. Overcoming these limitations with the current methodologies is critical to expanding our understanding of the complex molecular mechanisms underlying host-microbe interactions. The value of machine learning not only lies in deriving knowledge based on pattern recognition, but also providing an automated alternative to having a human expert repeatedly sift through large and complex datasets.

Some attributes are more useful than others to predict host-microbe interaction {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results indicate that although all categories outperform randomized data, different major categories of attributes contribute differently to learning scheme performance as shown in the ROC curve for Dd3937 in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}. Gene features and summarized homology information were most useful in classifying host-microbe interaction factors, while data related to computed structural or physiochemical characteristics, and gene functionality data, including gene expression, binding site predictions, and proteomics profiles, performed less well. Further analysis of the gene functionality attributes using random forest importance measurement scores indicates that the data corresponding to many of these attributes are relatively noisy and do not correlate well with the target class, though a subset, such as KdgR binding site predictions, do correlate well. Some of our attributes are themselves the results of other pattern recognition methods. For example, phylogenetic profiles, one of the most useful attributes, are based on an unsupervised learning approach, where no prior information is given to the learner regarding the output or class label. Our analysis is a good example of how supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms can be combined to make better inference.Figure 2**ROC curve to compare classifier performance of different data sets containing various types of attributes as listed in Table ** [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} **.** (TPR: True Positive Rate; FPR: False Positive Rate).

We conducted data decay analysis to obtain additional insight into the most informative attributes. The size of the final compact attribute sets is 45 and 31 for Dd3937 and WPP14, respectively, as shown in Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}b. The majorities of attributes in the compact sets are summaries of homology data according to phenotypes or computed gene features, and many of the retained attributes are shared between both strains despite the independent machine learning analyses. The common list includes five gene feature attributes including phylogenetic profile, gene cluster from operon prediction, gene neighbor, cellular localization, and amino acid composition. The most informative homology attributes include percentage, average value, or sum value of a given gene having homologous hits with organisms having different pathogenicity and habitat phenotypes. In addition, the homology data summarized by phenotypes related to growth condition and taxonomic groups is also informative including having homologs in anaerobic organisms, facultative anaerobes and their ratio, and having homologs in other gamma-proteobacteria, and enterobacteria, all of which appear in the selected attribute list for both strains.

Overall, these results suggest that attributes which are relatively simple to assemble from standard BLASTP searches, coupled with a handful of additional easily computed features are sufficient to achieve good performance in this machine learning task. This is particularly encouraging for development of a generalized approach for future applications to predict host-interaction factors across a broad range of bacterial phytopathogens.

Preprocessing and partitioning can improve performance {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------------

The PR curve shown in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the improvement in performance that we achieved through attribute selection, data discretization, and data partitioning according to GO terms. 1) Attribute selection generates more cost-effective learning schemes by reducing data set dimensionality by removing uninformative attributes, in order to improve the overall performance of the learning schemes \[[@CR87], [@CR88]\]. After benchmarking different attribute selection techniques such as filter (e.g., subset attribute selection \[[@CR89]\]) and wrapper methods (e.g., Naive Bayes with forward selection algorithm) as well as attribute ranking (e.g., SVM Attribute evaluator \[[@CR90]\] and information gain), we chose random forest importance measures in this study because it is robust to noise, relatively computationally efficient, and is suitable for data sets with high dimensionality hence reducing the risk of overfitting \[[@CR81]\]. After feature selection, our data sets contain 105 and 122 attributes, which are 17.3% and 21% of the original data size of Dd3937 and WPP14, respectively. 2) By comparing different data transformation techniques (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}a), supervised data discretization was shown to be substantially better for improving classifier performance than other methods. Supervised discretization techniques are suitable for high dimensional data as they significantly reduce the number of possible values of continuous features, and also discretize an attribute according to its class label \[[@CR91], [@CR92]\]. 3) We also saw an improvement when we coupled the preprocessing with partitioning the learning task into several separate tasks based on assigning genes in the training set according to GO terms. This result suggests that some subsystems, such as localization in host and secretion of host interaction proteins, are substantially more informative and suitable for our learning task (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}b). Other subsystems, such interaction with host defense systems and transcriptional regulation of host interaction genes, performed less convincingly, possibly because these subsystems are involved in host-microbe interaction but also include other genes not implicated in this biological process. For example, the global DNA-binding regulator *hns* gene also modulates flagella genes and lipopolysaccharide production that are important for initial bacterial attachment to host cell surfaces \[[@CR93], [@CR94]\]. These data points were removed from subsequent analysis. Our result suggests that our learning schemes hold predictive power for the subsystems involved with complex biological processes during host-microbe interaction, but do not accurately distinguish the patterns for some subsystems that are closely intertwined with other cellular processes.Figure 3**PR (Precision-Recall) curve to evaluate strategies for boosting classifier performance.**

The performance of machine learning schemes is statistically encouraging {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we employed several strategies to mitigate the potential overfitting issues that are important for effective supervised machine learning tasks. Simply put, overfitting occurs when the predictive model learns a pattern that is overly specific to the training data but not generalized enough to perform equally well on unseen data \[[@CR95]\]. We strived to maximize inclusion of relevant attributes to mitigate the problem of overfitting to increase model replicability \[[@CR96]\], while excluding unimportant attributes that may be detrimental to pattern recognition schemes performance. Additionally, we hold out pristine examples for testing, integrated result over multiple classifiers retaining only predictions that show a high degree of consensus, chose classifier parameters based on the cross-validation tests, and used a simpler predictor where possible, to address the overfitting issue.

Overall the results of using supervised machine learning schemes on host-microbe interaction factor prediction are statistically encouraging, achieving over 84% precision rate and 75% recall rate from 10-fold cross validation evaluation. We used a nested 10-fold cross-validation that includes an "outer" 10-round cross-validation, which averages data variability from 10 different data partitions. Each data partition sets aside 10% of the data set (outer test set) to measure the performance of the predictive model generated from the other 90% of the data (outer training set). Each outer training set is used to choose the value of tuning parameters for this model in order to achieve optimal performance. The parameter-tuning step is especially important for SVM and K-nearest neighbor learning schemes which are particularly sensitive to parameter settings (Stone 1977). Performance statistics for different classifiers are listed in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, excluding classifiers with precision rates \< 80%. ROC curves of selected classifiers for WPP14 are shown in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Table 4**Statistics for positive class object prediction and parameters used in selected learning schemes for both** ***Dickeya dadantii*** **3937 and** ***Pectobacterium carotovorum*** **WPP14**ClassifiersPrecisionTPR/recall/sensitivityspecificity/TNRaccuracyF-measureAUC**Dd3937**Random Forest0.930.810.980.940.870.97Bayesian Network0.910.850.970.940.880.97SMO using RBF kernels0.930.850.980.950.890.92SMO using polynormial kernels0.910.870.970.950.950.89Adaptive Boosting (Naïve Bayes)\*0.840.890.950.930.870.96Adaptive Boosting (Decision Tree)\*0.960.910.990.970.930.98Adaptive Boosting (IBK)\*0.960.840.990.950.900.99Adaptive Boosting (Decision Stump)\*0.920.870.980.950.890.97Multi-Boosting (Decision Tree)\*0.970.910.990.970.940.98Multi-Boosting (IBK)\*0.910.770.980.930.840.93Multi-Boosting (Naïve Bayes)\*0.900.910.970.950.910.96Logit-Boosting (Decision Stump)\*0.910.900.970.960.910.98**WPP14**Random Forest0.890.810.970.930.850.97Bayesian Network0.900.830.970.940.870.97SMO using RBF kernels0.940.840.980.950.890.91SMO using polynormial kernels0.930.860.980.950.950.89Adaptive Boosting (Naïve Bayes)\*0.890.890.970.950.890.96Adaptive Boosting (Decision Tree)\*0.950.860.990.960.900.98Adaptive Boosting (IBK)\*0.870.830.960.930.850.92Logit-Boosting (Decision Stump)\*0.900.850.970.940.880.97Multi-Boosting (Decision Tree)\*0.940.860.980.960.900.98Multi-Boosting (Decision Stump)\*0.910.750.980.930.820.97Multi-Boosting (Naïve Bayes)\*0.900.890.970.950.890.96Logit-Boosting (Decision Stump)\*0.900.870.970.950.890.97\*: denote ensemble classifiers, with base learner being shown within parenthesis.*Abbr:* SMO: Support Vector Machine using Sequential Minimal Optimization; IBK: instance based learner with K-nearest neighbor classifier; RBF: Radial Basis Function kernels.Figure 4**Comparison of the selected learning schemes. (a)** ROC curve for *Dickeya dadantii* 3937, **(b)** ROC curve for *Pectobacterium carotovorum* WPP14. (TPR: True Positive Rate; FPR: False Positive Rate).

The comparison of base classifier performances indicates SVM and random forest outperforms other base classifiers (data not shown), and ensemble classifiers generally perform better than base classifiers, especially the boosting algorithms using decision trees as the base learner. The ensemble classifiers integrate results over multiple classifiers in order to average out the "classifier effect". For example, some classifiers such as Naïve Bayes can be overly optimistic with a lower precision rate \[[@CR97]\], and adaptive boosting ensemble classifiers with Naïve Bayes as the base learner can optimize precision and total accuracy rate through incrementally iterative learning processes \[[@CR98]\]. The performance curves of selected classifiers are shown in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b for Dd3937 and WPP14 respectively. The best performing classifier for Dd3937 is the adaptive boosting ensemble classifier \[[@CR70]\] with decision trees as the base learner, which achieved a precision rate above 97% with over 87% recall rate. The best performing classifier for WPP14 is the multi-boosting ensemble classifier \[[@CR69]\] with decision trees as the base learner, which reached a precision above 94% with over 82% recall rate. Using the constructed predictive models from selected classifiers, we are able to make predictions for data points with previously unknown relation to host-microbe interactions.

A significantly extended list of host-microbe interaction factors is revealed {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Application of different learned classifiers to the target genomes as a whole allows us to generate a conservative set of predictions for downstream experimentation. We pay the most attention to precision to ensure the retrieved data points are most relevant to host-microbe interaction to facilitate subsequent experimental validation. In order to call a gene a "predicted host-interaction factor", we required strict consensus across the different classifiers with an average precision score in excess of thresholds defined by the ROC curves (92% and 89% for Dd3937 and WPP14, respectively). The selected classifiers generally agree with each other, and about two thirds of all unknown genes are unanimously predicted by all classifiers to be either host-microbe interaction factors or genes involved in core biological processes. Using these criteria, a total of 1726 genes (57.7% of Dd3937 genes) in Dd3937 and 2180 genes (67.2% of WPP14 genes) in WPP14 are predicted not to involved in host-microbe interactions. There are 211 genes (7.1% of Dd3937 genes) in Dd3937 and 216 genes (6.7% of WPP14 genes) in WPP14 classified as putative interaction factors. The remaining 1052 genes (35.1% of Dd3937 genes) and 850 genes (26.2% of WPP14 genes) are left as unclassified. The top 50 predicted host-microbe interaction factors for *Dickeya dadantii* 3937 and *Pectobacterium carotovorum* WPP14 are listed in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} and [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, and the entire list of predicted host-microbe interaction factors for both strains are in Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}a and [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}b. These lists partially overlap, with 56 orthologs identified as interaction factors in both organisms. Given the phylogenetic relationship between these two phytopathogens and the similarity of their pathogenic phenotypes, we did expect this result; however, the learning tasks were executed independently and agreement across organisms was not a given.Table 5**Top 50 predicted host-microbe interaction factors from** ***Dickeya dadantii*** **3937**FeatureIDProbNameAnnotationABF-00187150.922virB8Inner membrane protein forms channel for type IV secretion of T-DNA complex (VirB8)ABF-00201880.922Predicted cell-wall-anchored protein SasA (LPXTG motif) this is up-regulated by hrpY; we have a mutation in this gene.ABF-00199500.922Putative multicopper oxidaseABF-00193600.922hypothetical proteinABF-00191510.922chrysobactin synthetase cbsFABF-00191240.922Biopolymer transport protein ExbD/TolRABF-00191220.922MotA/TolQ/ExbB proton channel family proteinABF-00191170.922sftPTonB-dependent receptorABF-00191160.922hypothetical proteinABF-00187830.922putative transmembrane proteinABF-00187750.922HolinABF-00187240.922putative ATP/GTP-binding protein remnantABF-00187220.922virB2Major pilus subunit of type IV secretion complex (VirB2)ABF-00471370.922hypothetical proteinABF-00187170.922virB6Integral inner membrane protein of type IV secretion complex (VirB6)ABF-00187160.922virB7TriF proteinABF-00187130.922virB10Inner membrane protein forms channel for type IV secretion of T-DNA complex (VirB10)ABF-00187120.922virB11ATPase provides energy for both assembly of type IV secretion complex and secretion of T-DNA complex (VirB11)ABF-00186010.922hypothetical proteinABF-00182070.922hypothetical proteinABF-00181990.922ganCputative truncated PTS system EIIBC componentABF-00177770.922hecA2Putative member of ShlA/HecA/FhaA exoprotein familyABF-00156060.922ABC transporter permease proteinABF-00156040.922Amino acid ABC transporter, periplasmic amino acid-binding proteinABF-00155430.922hypothetical protein 15544 is up-regulated by hrpY. Is 15543 in the same operon? We have a mutation in 15544ABF-00153870.922nipEnecrosis-inducing proteinABF-00148380.922putative exported proteinABF-00146230.922Type IV pilus biogenesis protein PilNABF-00187200.922virB4ATPase provides energy for both assembly of type IV secretion complex and secretion of T-DNA complex (VirB4)ABF-00187140.922virB9VirB9ABF-00472040.922hypothetical proteinABF-00159130.921ppdAPrepilin peptidase dependent protein AABF-00172520.921Conjugative transfer protein TrbGABF-00181950.921ganGgalactan ABC transport system, permease componentABF-00164070.921hypothetical proteinABF-00182050.921PirinABF-00194180.921Cellulose 1, 4-beta-cellobiosidase precursorABF-00194680.921hypothetical proteinABF-00195660.921hypothetical proteinABF-00166800.921Iron utilization proteinABF-00207270.921sttGGeneral secretion pathway protein GABF-00191150.921hypothetical proteinABF-00153810.921avrMAvirulence proteinABF-00187230.921virB1VirB1ABF-00155980.921hypothetical proteinABF-00156090.921Branched-chain amino acid aminotransferaseABF-00181930.921ganFgalactan ABC transport system, permease componentABF-00170970.921Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-00204330.921hypothetical proteinABF-00191530.921cbsHchrysobactin oligopeptidase CbsHTable 6**Top 50 predicted host-microbe interaction factors from** ***Pectobacterium carotovorum*** **WPP14**IDProbNameProductADT-00015910.912hypothetical proteinADT-00037500.912putative exported proteinADT-00008050.912dltBpeptidoglycan biosynthesis proteinADT-00039280.911pectate lyaseADT-00032470.911methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00008060.911dltDpoly(glycerophosphate chain) D-alanine transfer proteinADT-00037450.911ABC transporter ATP binding proteinADT-00020630.911hypothetical proteinADT-00004000.911hasEHlyD family secretion proteinADT-00030890.911N-terminal fragment of a diguanylate cyclase (pseudogene)ADT-00034180.910methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00009410.910methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00063680.910hypothetical proteinADT-00055820.910hypothetical proteinADT-00009830.910methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00012520.910ABC transporter permease proteinADT-00032450.910methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00000270.910methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00035420.909putative type IV pilus proteinADT-00011950.909LysR-family transcriptional regulatorADT-00043150.909astBsulfate ester ABC transporter permease proteinADT-00031520.909methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00023570.908methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00005430.908ABC transporter, substrate binding proteinADT-00013920.908putative exported proteinADT-00020870.908putative signaling proteinADT-00018680.908LysR-family transcriptional regulatorADT-00008030.908acyl carrier proteinADT-00005710.908putative cellulaseADT-00005350.908putative lipoproteinADT-00014040.907hypothetical proteinADT-00043200.907sftPTonB-dependent receptorADT-00017440.907putative exported proteinADT-00033910.907putative membrane proteinADT-00035350.907hypothetical proteinADT-00035630.907LysR-family transcriptional regulatorADT-00019800.907hypothetical proteinADT-00008040.907dltAputative D-alanine\--poly(phosphoribitol) ligase subunit 1ADT-00016160.906putative transport system membrane proteinADT-00013940.906hypothetical proteinADT-00013200.906methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-00015670.906putative exported proteinADT-00056140.906hypothetical proteinADT-00014360.906putative component of polysulfide reductaseADT-00042530.906occQoctopine transport system permease proteinADT-00014930.905hypothetical proteinADT-00014920.905putative lipoproteinADT-00027040.905putative lipoproteinADT-00025840.905ABC transporter, membrane spanning proteinTable 7**List of 56 genes predicted host-microbe interaction factors in both** ***Dickeya dadantii*** **3937 and** ***Pectobacterium carotovorum*** **WPP14**Dd3937WPP14FeatureIDNameProductFeatureIDNameProductABF-0019117sftPTonB-dependent receptorADT-0004320sftPTonB-dependent receptorABF-0019116hypothetical proteinADT-0004318unknownABF-0018207hypothetical proteinADT-0001980hypothetical proteinABF-0015604Amino acid ABC transporterADT-0000748putative extracellular solute-binding proteinABF-0015387nipEnecrosis-inducing proteinADT-0000781putative exported proteinABF-0014838putative exported proteinADT-0002655putative exported proteinABF-0019124Biopolymer transport protein ExbD/TolRADT-0002263putative biopolymer transport proteinABF-0019115hypothetical proteinADT-0002265hypothetical proteinABF-0017097Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-0003418methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0019566hypothetical proteinADT-0001832putative exported proteinABF-0016407hypothetical proteinADT-0001404hypothetical proteinABF-00159066-phosphogluconolactonaseADT-0003106putative exported proteinABF-0019118atsRAlkanesulfonates-binding proteinADT-0001174atsRputative sulfate ester binding proteinABF-0019125astBAlkanesulfonates transport system permease proteinADT-0004315astBsulfate ester ABC transporter permease proteinABF-0017125inhAlkaline proteinase inhibitor precursorADT-0001911inhprotease inhibitorABF-0019002hypothetical proteinADT-0001744putative exported proteinABF-0019205ABC transporterADT-0002584ABC transporterABF-0014642hypothetical proteinADT-0000571putative cellulaseABF-0019092Transcriptional activator protein lysRADT-0001195LysR-family transcriptional regulatorABF-0016585Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-0001320methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0019383D-alanyl transfer protein DltBADT-0000805dltBpeptidoglycan biosynthesis proteinABF-0019855Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein II (aspartate chemoreceptor protein)ADT-0001887putative methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0015168chmXMethyl-accepting chemotaxis protein III (ribose and galactose chemoreceptor protein)ADT-0003152methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0018737DNA-binding proteinADT-0003335putative regulatory proteinABF-0019933hypothetical proteinADT-0003354hypothetical proteinABF-0014645Paraquat-inducible protein AADT-0002701putative membrane proteinABF-0017674Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-0003245methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0020681hypothetical proteinADT-0002418RES domain-containing proteinABF-0015907TonB-dependent heminADT-0002398TonB-dependent heminABF-00189344-aminobutyrate aminotransferaseADT-0002845putative class-III aminotransferaseABF-0014824Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein II (aspartate chemoreceptor protein)ADT-0002104methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0018178Iron(III) dicitrate-binding proteinADT-0002009putative periplasmic substrate-binding transport proteinABF-0019391Pectate lyaseADT-0003928pectate lyaseABF-0015887hypothetical proteinADT-0002063hypothetical proteinABF-0016115Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinADT-0000027methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0019101atsBAlkanesulfonates transport system permease proteinADT-0003749atsBputative sulfate ester transporterABF-0019214Glucosamine kinase GpsKADT-0003604hypothetical proteinABF-0016752Ferric siderophore transport systemADT-0003559TonB-like proteinABF-0016218Fosmidomycin resistance proteinADT-0001196MFS efflux transporterABF-0046571Putative DNA-binding transcriptional regulatory family of the TetR familyADT-0003719TetR-family transcriptional regulatorABF-0014644Probable lipoproteinADT-0000406putative lipoproteinABF-0015918ppdCPutative prepilin peptidase dependent proteinADT-0002557ppdCputative prepilin peptidase dependent protein c precursorABF-0018572ABC transporterADT-0001164putative iron (III) ABC transporterABF-0017527LysophospholipaseADT-0001494putative lipoproteinABF-0047106putative lipoproteinADT-0002704putative lipoproteinABF-0016810Drug resistance transporterADT-0001435putative membrane proteinABF-0019088Dihydrodipicolinate synthaseADT-0002292putative dihydrodipicolinate synthetaseABF-0014868Ferrichrome-iron receptorADT-0004187TonB dependent receptorABF-0017095hypothetical proteinADT-0000555putative exported proteinABF-0018540OxidoreductaseADT-0000962probable short-chain dehydrogenaseABF-0014948hypothetical proteinADT-0002252putative exported proteinABF-0020431Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I (serine chemoreceptor protein)ADT-0000661methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0019851Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein III (ribose and galactose chemoreceptor protein)ADT-0001602methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteinABF-0020368hypothetical proteinADT-0002020putative exported proteinABF-0016058Poly(glycerophosphate chain) D-alanine transfer protein DltDADT-0000806dltDpoly(glycerophosphate chain) D-alanine transfer proteinABF-0019212N-Acetyl-D-glucosamine ABC transport systemADT-0002138extracellular solute-binding protein

One striking observation is the large number of genes of unknown function from the predicted list of host-microbe interaction factors. Among all predicted interaction factors, over 30% of them currently have no or very little annotated information, and many of them are ORFans \[[@CR99]--[@CR102]\] without any homolog to 297 bacterial genomes inspected. Among the 56 genes found in interaction factor lists for both strains, roughly one third have no clear functional assignment. 13 hypothetical proteins in both strain lists are "unknown unknowns", a term used to indicate there is no information at all available for that gene \[[@CR103]\]. The other 9 of them are so-called "known unknown" proteins, meaning they only have information in general biological terms, such as putative exported protein, putative transmembrane protein, and probable lipoprotein. This result suggests a substantial portion of the genome cannot be screened using conventional similarity-based searches, and our more sophisticated pattern recognition approach was able to identify candidate interaction factors that would be missed using homology-based methods.

The remaining two-thirds of predicted interaction factors are annotated with various (at least partially) informative functions. The lists include genes with previously characterized roles in host-microbe interaction in these or very closely related organisms that were overlooked by the human experts who assembled the training set. For example, Dd3937 secretes plant cell wall degrading enzymes through a type II secretion system for plant host cell wall degradation in turn using the released nutrients as carbon sources for growth \[[@CR104]\], and a group of genes related to this process are predicted with high confidence including predicted proteins previously reported to play an accessory role in utilization of galactose, a major component of pectin, in Dd3937 \[[@CR105]\]. A knockout mutant of a necrosis-inducing protein included in the prediction list has been experimentally shown to have reduced virulence in a *Pectobacterium* strain \[[@CR106]\]. Further, our lists also include genes with homologs implicated in host-microbe interaction in more distantly related organisms. There are 9 genes that were shown with direct or indirect evidence to be involved with metal homeostasis in different bacteria, including *exbB*, *exbD*, and *tonB* genes which are essential for ferric iron uptake in *Escherichia coli* \[[@CR107]\], *Xanthomonas campestris* \[[@CR108]\], *Pseudomonas putida* \[[@CR109]\], and *Photorhabdus temperate* \[[@CR110]\], as well as ferric siderophore transporter and ferrichrome-iron receptor genes, and a cytochrome b gene (*cybC*) that is positively regulated by Fur and others that encode iron-dependent proteins in *Salmonella enterica* \[[@CR111]\]. The predicted lists also include orthologs of the *dltB* gene implicated in cell surface adhesion in *Staphylococcus aureus* \[[@CR112]\], the *srfA* gene that encodes secreted effect or protein in *Pantoea ananatis* \[[@CR113]\], a LysR-family regulator associated with quorum sensing in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* \[[@CR114]\], the cell-wall-anchored protein SasA suggested to play a role in adhesion to host in *Staphylococcus aureus* \[[@CR115]\], and the *ppdC* gene involved in extracellular secretion machinery in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* \[[@CR116]\]. Additionally, we also observed many predicted interaction factors that are physically clustered together on the chromosome. For instance, our prediction list includes an 11-gene cluster for a general secretion system, and a 12-gene cluster that may be associated with type IV secretion complex formation. This result agrees with previous studies that many virulence properties of microbes are a collaborative effort of multiple genes and their physical clustering (and/or co-expression as operons) is under functional and evolutionary constraints \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\].

Interestingly, our predicted host-microbe interaction factor lists include at least 17 chemotaxis or motility associated proteins for each organism, including putative methyl-accepting chemotaxis receptors and one type IV pilus biogenesis protein involved in bacterial motility and adhesion to a solid surface \[[@CR119]\]. Previous studies have indicated the chemotactic responses with specific cellular localization are critical for biofilm formation and interaction with hosts in a variety of pathogenic bacteria \[[@CR120]--[@CR124]\]. The hypergeometric distribution was used to assess the statistical significance of enrichment of a given functional group in the target list relative to the genome as a whole \[[@CR125], [@CR126]\]. Interpro family annotations were uniformly assigned across both genomes and we conducted enrichment tests based on assignment to the Interpro chemotaxis family. The highly significant p-values for both Dd3937 (p = 3.42e-11) and WPP14 (p = 3.36e-12) strongly suggest methyl-accepting chemotaxis genes are highly enriched among the predicted host-microbe interaction factors.

Our learning strategy was explicitly designed to separate genes likely to be involved in host-microbe interaction from genes involved with core biological processes. The evidence above strongly suggests that the method is effective at recognizing host-microbe interaction factors, but it is important to keep in mind that it does not directly address the possibility that some genes associated with core biological processes may also contribute to interaction with hosts. Direct experimental testing of a relatively large number of genes from both the positive and negative classes is underway and will illuminate the power of this machine learning approach to guide discovery.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

Although bacterial pathogen genome sequencing has become routine, the large number of unknown genes has been, and still is, a major obstacle to understanding the mechanisms of infection and adaptive evolution of microbial pathogens overall. We successfully employed supervised machine learning to identify candidate host interaction factors and we are able to predict host-microbe interaction factors from among genes of entirely unknown function, for two important agricultural pathogens *Dickeya dadantii* Dd3937 and *Pectobacterium carotovorum* WPP14, achieving promising results with a precision rate over 90% with a recall rate over 80%. The predictions made in this study include many genes that have not previously been linked to host microbe interaction, a result not achievable with homology-based search strategies, providing an expanded list of appealing targets for further experimental validation. Our results indicate the learning schemes used in this study can recognize the complex patterns of host-microbe interaction factors and yield biologically meaningful results. Because of the powerful and intelligent models supervised machine learning schemes are capable of constructing, their future application to studying additional complex biological processes is likely to be a productive research approach.

Availability of supporting data {#Sec14}
===============================

The data sets supporting the results of this article are available in the LabArchives repository, \[[https://mynotebook.labarchives.com/share/plantpath/MjAuOHwyNTc2OC8xNi9UcmVlTm9kZS8yNjQ4MTE0NTE0fDUyLjg=](https://mynotebook.labarchives.com/share/plantpath/MjAuOHwyNTc2OC8xNi9UcmVlTm9kZS8yNjQ4MTE0NTE0fDUyLjg)\].
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Additional file 6: **(a) RP curve to compare strategies of data transformation for boosting classifier performance.** (b) PR curve to compare classifier performance using five data sets partitioned according to GO terms for different aspects of host-microbe interaction (refer to Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). (ZIP 223 KB)
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Additional file 7: **The list of predicted host-microbe interaction factors.** (a) List of 211 genes predicted to be host-microbe interaction factors for *Dickeya dadantii* 3937, (b) list of 216 genes predicted to be host-microbe interaction factors for *Pectobacterium carotovorum* WPP14. (c) list of top 300 genes that could not be confidently classified as host-microbe interaction factors for both *Dickeya dadantii* 3937 and *Pectobacterium carotovorum* WPP14. (ZIP 17 KB)

RF

:   Random forest

SMO

:   Support Vector Machine using Sequential Minimal Optimization

poly

:   SMO using polynomial kernels

rbf

:   SMO using Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels

ab

:   Adaptive boosting

j48

:   C4.5 algorithm in decision tree

mb

:   Multi-boosting

nb

:   Naive bayes

lb

:   Logitboost

ds

:   Decision stump

BN

:   Bayesian network.
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